Centrex®/Lustran® Paint Systems
The following paint systems have been used on Centrex and Lustran with success. The
choice of which system to use should depend on the performance requirements of the
final part. The Centari ®, one coat systems works well but may be more brittle at low
temperatures than a urethane system like Imron®. Urethanes have better solvent
resistance and, when used with a clear topcoat, may provide added UV and abrasion
protection along with high quality appearance. When painting any plastic part, the choice
of thinners and how the paint is applied are most important. Lanxess suggests consulting
the paint supplier to optimize a system to meet the specific application requirements.
Akzo’s Sikkens Autocryl® with Plastoflex® primer
BASF’s Glassomax® with Glassodur® Urethane Clear Coat
BASF’s Glasurit® Base coat and Acrlic Urethane paint system
DuPont Centari®

Imron® Chroma base with Uro® Clear

Sherwin-Williams Polane® ( mono coat )
Sherwin-Williams Ultra Base 7® with Ultra Base Clear®

Paint Company Contacts information
Akzo Sikkens
1-866-sikkens
www.sikkens.com

BASF Corporation

Dupont

Sherwin-Williams

www.dupont.com

www.sherwin-williams.com

www.basf.com

® Centrex and Lustran are registered trademarks of Lanxess Corporation
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The manner in which you use and the purpose to which you put and utilize our products, technical assistance and
information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and
recommendations are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our products, technical assistance and
information to determine to your own satisfaction whether they are suitable for your intended uses and applications. This
application-specific analysis must at least include testing to determine suitability from a technical as well as health, safety,
and environmental standpoint. Such testing has not necessarily been done by us. Unless we otherwise agree in writing,
all products are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our standard conditions of sale. All information and technical
assistance is given without warranty or guarantee and is subject to change without notice. It is expressly understood and
agreed that you assume and hereby expressly release us from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in
connection with the use of our products, technical assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation not
contained herein is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation to use
any product in conflict with patents covering any material or its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the
claims of any patent.

